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After delays task force report near completion
By John A. Salerno
Two of the three Task Force SubCommittees have completed their
proposals to President Nathan
Weiss and a third Sub-Committee is
expected to have its proposals sub-

mitted to Student Organization by
Friday.
Last October, Kean's Board of
Trustees through President Weiss
charged Student Organization to
convene a Task Force on student
funding following charges by ethnic

groups on campus that they are
under represented in the funds they
receive. The president set a deadline
of the March 6 Board of Trustees
meeting for the reports to be in.
Originally, the President was to
chooe a group, but Student

Finance board reduces
funded group scholarships
By J.R . Alia
The Student Council voted last
Friday to attempt to establish a parity among the 26 funded groups at
Kean College by cutting the scholarshi.ps of 6 of the groups.
As it stands now, the chairpersons
of
WKNJ,
NSA, .
C.C.B. ,
Memorobilia, the Squires and the
Independent receive eight free
credits per semester in compensation for the amount of time and effort they give. The chairpersons of
the other_20 fu nded groups receive
nothing for their efforts.
The proposa l voted in by Student

Council takes away the scholarships
from the chairpersons of the six
funded groups. In addition the
chairpersons of all twenty-six funded groups on campus will receive
$250.00 for their effort's.
The sentiment behind the proposal is one which has been voiced before by the chairpersons of
some of the funded groups which
didn't receive scholarships. The
belief that it is unfair that only the
chairpersons of six funded groups
would receive compensation from
Student Organization.
Student Organization Vice President George Starr points out,

however, that the measures are not
cost cutti ng ones. It is more expensive to provide each of the funded
group chairpersons with $250.00 which comes to $6,500.00, than to
continue providing schola rships to
the chairpe rsons of the six funded
groups, at a cost of $640.00 per
chairperson comes to $3,840.00.
Student Organization executive
board members will continue to
receive scholarships, while the
President of Student Organization
will receive a full scholarship. Reimbursement for books, housi ng fees,
and an expe nse account of
$1,500.00 have been aken from the
President of Student Organization.

Student representative to sit on Board of Trustees
By June Gazek
Last )"c'a,; Governor Kean signed
into law a bill permitting student
representatives to the Boards of
Trustees of the nine New Jersey State
Colleges. One student would have
actual voting power on the Board,
and the other would serve as a
substitute if the voting student
member was unable to complete
his or her duties. The two representatives would serve on a rotating
basis, much like the Treasurer and
Assistant Treasurer of Student
Organization.
The two students, as stated in the
legislatur_
e, must be at least 18 years
old, full time students matriculated ·
and in good academic standing at

the college. They will be elected by
the students either directly, by campuswide elections, or iridlrectly by

student government.
Patrick Ippolito, Vice President of
Student Services, said that there are
two proposals regarding the method
of electing the representatives, one
by Student Organization, and the
other by Tri-Council.
The first proposal was drawn up
by the Tri-Council in an emergency
nighttime meeting in which the
three representatives from Student
Organization were absent because
they had night classes.
Tri-Counci I is comprised of three
members of each of the student
governments (Fu ll Time, Part Time

and Graduate). Their proposal is
that the representative have at least
56 undergraduate credits, of which
30 credits must have been completed at Kean, and the non-voting
delegate to have completed 30
undergraduate credits and 15 credits
at Kean . Both students must have a
cum ulative G.P.A. of at least 2.5, be
a U.S. citizen, and can't hold an executive position in any student
government during his or her term.
According to the proposal, TriCouncil , in cooperation with the offices of affirmative action, and the
Vice President of student services
will handle the selection process.
Ippolito said that both the voting
(Con tinued on Page 6)

A Chevy c:rnaro left in Vaughn-Eames lot this weekend: Vandals slashed the tires, and smashed open
the back window.
Photo by Andy Kossowsk y
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Organization was accepted by the
president for the task.
Three Sub-Committees were convened, the first studied the "Structure and Mechanics of Student
Organization'; another studied the
Campus Service and Media Groups
and a third which studied the contributions of Student Organization
to the ethnic student communities,
and funded groups. The Campus
Serivce and Campus Media Groups
Sub-Committee is the last one not·
to submit a report to Student
Organization yet. Members of that
group say that the next meeting of
the Sub-Committee should be the
last one.
"I was very pleased with the progress that the Sub-Committees have
made;' said George Starr, Vice President of Student Organization . "It's
dispelled some myths about many
of the groups on campus, and it's
educated the funded groups shown them their options to work
together to so lve problems."
The Sub-Committee analyzing
the Structure and Mechanics of Student Organization made proposals
to clarify and delineate how Student
Activity fees are used, insure that appropriations made to students are
used correctly, provide stipends to
the chairpeople of all of the funded groups, and limit some of the
privileges of Student Organization

to ethnic student organizations for
budgets.
"We will have to cut some of the
budgets for some of the funded
groups to get this money;' said
George Starr, "but in the long run,
I think that the funded groups will
appreciate this. At least we've kept
our autonomy by passing these
measures ourselves."
The Campus Service and Campus
Media Group Sub-Committee has
proposed changes for both the Independent, and CCB. A Cultural
Programmi ng Board has been set to
make programming decisions more
diversified. Also, a proposal has
been made that the CCB fund a
percentage of Ethnic organization
programming. There are plans for a
position of Cultural Editor in the Independent, and a proposal that
regular space be given in the paper
for the ethnic student communities
on campus.
If the Service and Media SubCommittee's proposals are accepted
by the group on Wednesday, then
they will be voted on by the Student
Council on Friday, February 20, and
go to a Steering Committee composed of President Weiss, Vice
President Ippol ito, a representative
from each of the major ethnic
organiztions, the Chairpersons of
each Sub-Committee, and a faculty
or administrator appointed by each

ExecutiYe Board members.
The Sub Committee on the contribution to the ethnic communities

of the Sub-Committees. If it is

and funded groups made recommendations like 15 % of fees given

agreed upon there, it will be President 11\eiss' decision whetheror not

to present it to the Board of Trustees
on March 6.

Students and teachers
learn at this school
By John A. Salerno
'
Housed in the Campus School
.North building, which it shares with
Kean's busy day care faci lity, the
Campus School provides students
from svrrounding schoo l districts,
and Kean with unique learning
opportunities.
The Campus School · provides
specialized services to handicapped
and learning disabled children . The
children are referred to the program
from nearby school districts which
often don't have the facilities to help
them. In addition, the children
receive added attention from
students of the teaching and therapy
majors.
"You see large improvements in
the children here," said Josina
DiManno, a speech correction major in the campus school program.
"I think it's because even on the
busiest days, there is a one-to-one
corraboration with the children .
This is also good for the students."
The Campu s School often
provides a greater learning opportunity . to the many student
observers, and teachers who have
visited there than to the children
who go there. During the academic
.year, some 1800 college students on
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the average visit the facility. The
facility is open to all students in the
Education, Psychology, Nursing, occupational Therapy, Physical
Therapy, and Physical Education
majors who are interested in the
programs there. The program
teaches student teachers to make
lesson' plans, and to work with problem ch ildren.
" The teachers are very dedicated,
and go out of their way to work with
the chi ldren in a positive way," said
Linda Nevis, a student in the Early'
Childhood program .
Another student noted that the
diversity of students of different majors brought new and creative ideas
to the program, and to the children.
The facility also provides a place
for students to do classroom observations- if they are unable to get
transportation to programs in other
school districts. The Campus School
is also a good place for teaching
classes to experience contact with
chi ldren. For examp le, Arts and
Crafts classes often try lesson plans
at the Campus School.
The school districts who send
children to the Campus School pays
a tuition for their time at Kean. The
college pays for the upkeep of the
classrooms .
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Jewish Student Union

JSU to hold dance
The 1950.'s conjure up ·visions ·of
bobby socks, saddle shoes, greasers,
, Elvis, Wolfman Jack, drive-ins, The
Mickey Mouse Club .. .
The Kean College Jewish Student
Union and the Alliance of Jewish
Student Organizations will relive
those glory days during its "Back to
the Fifties" gala, Saturday night, Feb.
28.
Participants will "rock around the
clock" beginning at 8:30 p.m ., at
the YM-¥WHA of West Orange, 760
Northfield Avenue, West Orange.
"Roll up those sleeves, grease
back the hair, put on your poodle

skirts and saddle shoes and join us
for an evening of 'hopping and boppin; "said Sue Beron, co-chair. "Be
there or be square;' added Bonnie
Salles, co-chair.
Prizes will be awarded for best
costumes, which are optional. The
cost for the program is $4.
For further information cal'
642-1918 or 642-1922.
The Kean College Jewish Student
Union is a beneficiary of the Jewish
Federation of Central New Jersey
supported through its annual
United Jewish Campaign .

Greek Cooperative Council

A never ending battle
gfve

maintenance doesn't
it to us.
No, the administration doesn't give
How can anyone criticize the it to us. That's it, it comes out of the
Greeks on this campus? All we do bagel and cake sales we have and
is help the college out by making the vendor sales. Sometimes we
it better. We clean, paint, or fix even have to take it out of our own
things on this campus that make the) pockets.
college seem undesirable.
You must understand the situatior
O.K., we do help ourselves out by we are in.We are fighting two bathaving bagel sales and vendors. So tles. If we don't get cut up by the
we get a lot of money, right? Wrong. students we are getting cut up by the
The vendors give us around twenty administration. By this I mean
dollars, and that's when they feel students that do not like Greek
generous. Bagel sales and cake Organizations because they don't
sales, the average profit we make is like certain individuals in that
around $60.00.
organization. On the other side,
Now ask yourself this question. whatever problem the college faces
Where do all those organizations in destruction is blamed on the
get paint brushes, tools, paint and Greeks. So, as you can plainly see,
other accessories that we need to we are fighting a never-ending
help the college look better? No, battle.

By Felix Ocejo

The Freshman Center

When all else fails go for fake
By Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center
"Heresy!" you say? "Tar and
feather her and run her out of
town! " you mutter? Just let me explain before you cal I me a traitor to
· the academic world.
If you feel your work - your
writing or speaking, say is
mediocre or worse; if you feel
"that's just the way I AM," that no
matter how hard you try, your work
will never come up · to high standards - then what you're doing to
yourself is conforming to an image
of how you think you are. You're
telling yourself that you ARE
mediocre and that this is how a
mediocre person performs. Then
you perform exactly as you visualize
yourself.
One way around that bind is to
fake it. Imagine yourself.as someone
else, someone who· would do the
job really well. If you're writing, pretend you're a person who writes
beautifully. If you're speaking, pre-

Coop jobs equal academic
credits salary work experience
1) Job Order #990 Marketing
Coop-Marketing Assoc., 15-20
hrs./wk., $4.00-$5.00/hr., Pff.
2) Job Order #974 English
Coop-Publishing Corp., 35
hrs./wk., $6.25/hr., FfT.
3) Job Order #961 Finance
Coop-Brokerage
Firm ,
20
hrs./wk., $5.00/hr., PfT.
4) Job
Order
#924
· Biology/Chemistry Coop-Testing
Laboratory, 40 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr.,

FfT.
Order

#966 Early
Education
Coop-Community Action Agency,
20 hrs./wk., $5 .00/hr., PfT.
6) Job Order #987 English/Com,
municati.ons Coop-Pub I ishi ng
Corp., 2-3 full days/wk., Stipend,
PfT.
7) Job Order #984 Accounting
Coop-CPA Firm, 15-20 hrs.,/wk.,
$5 .00/.hr., PfT.
Childhood/Special

8) Job Order #982 Accounting
Coop-Equipment Corp. , 15-20
hrs./wk., $5.50-6 .00/hr., PfT.
9) Job Order #899 Business
Coop-Day Care Center, 15-20
hrs./wk., $4.00/hr., PfT.
10) Job Order #920 Business
Coop-Retailing Corp., 37½-40
hrs./wk., $6.00/hr., FfT.
Visit the Cooperative Education
Office (Townsend Hall, T'209) and
learn how Co-op can help you to
develop a career and life direction
and relevant work experience.
Eligibility: Matriculated junior or
senior status 3.0 or higher grade
point average. Academic credits
(1-15) vary by department. Telephone
(527-235 7) or visit for an
application.
Dr. Michael G. Helliwell
Director
·Let's Cooperate Together

tend you're a person who speaks
well. If you're taking a test, pretend
you're a person who takes tests effectively. You'll find that you release
yourself from your stereotype of
who you are, and that you will be
as effective as the person you imagine yourself to be.
"Nonsense;' you mutter. "J know
who I am, and I am not GOOD at
.. :' (Fill in the blank with whatever
activity oor subjeq knocks you out.)
It isn't nonsense. A British
psychologist Robert Hartley, has
found that when students follow this
advice they do perform as well as
those they thought they could never
match. Perhaps, Hartley suggests, it
alleviates some fear of judgment
because you can say to yourself, "if
the teacher (or audience) doesn't
like it, too bad. It isn't really me,
anyway."
Maybe so. That's okay, but do
recognize that when you try pretending you're someone else and
your work is better than you've ever

done before, you may think, "but it
wasn't really ME. If people saw the
real me, they'd know I can't do that
well." In fact, some of Hartley's
students thought just that.
What they did not understand
was that when they pretended to be
another person, one who could excel, they did not BECOME that person. What they-..did was free their
own knowledge and talent from
chains forged by their negative concepts of themselves. THE ABILITY
WAS THERE ALL THE TIME! It had
to be; they couldn't have stolen it
from the person they were using as
their "self" for the work.
So if you think you're "just not
good" at something, try pretending
you're someone who is. See how it
works. And when you do better
than you've ever done before, remind yourself that you just released talent you had all the time.
When is a fake not a fake? When it
discovers the real you and lets you
be who you can be!

The Commuter Club

Triple A and you - perfect together
By Rhonda Ruch, Freshman
Are you one of the many students
here at Kean who has had car trouble at one time or another? Do you
cringe at the sight of the bills that
appear after "The Tow Truck
Cometh?"
Kean College students are now
being offered a fantastic program for
AAA. At a discount rate of $31.00

per year, students can now have access to money savings benefits, such .
as free services toward battery
charges, keys locked in cars, tire
changes, even towing.
Triple A guarantees half-hour ser_vices to you wherever you are, for
they have over 200 clubs across the
U.S. That comes as a worthwhile investment, since the winter months
are here, and cars are liable to break

down at the most inconvenient
times.
The Commuter Club will have
available a sign-up table located in
front of the College Center cafeteria
on February 23, March 9, and
March 16 from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m . Please bring checks made out
to Triple A for $31.00. NO CASH wil
be accepted .

The Counseling Center

Career Planing and Placement

5) Job

Thurs., Feb. 1_,, 1987

INDEPENDENT

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,

I recently became involved in a
relationship and find myself to be
sexually active. So far we are just using withdrawal and condoms to prevent pregnancy. I need to choose a
more effective method of birth control to use. Can you help?
Dear Responsible,

It is good to see you are being
careful and considerate about your
sexual decisions. You have a choice
Jf many methods including
mechanical and chemical means.
Mechanical means are those which
constitute a barrier to prevent the
sperm and ovum from meeting. The
diaphragm and cervical cap are in-

eluded in this catogory. Chemical
means include: creams and jellies;
foam and suppositories. The sponge
is a cross between chemical and
mechanical means. Less popular
means include the intrauterine
device (IUD) or rhythm method.
The most effective and popular
method is the birth control pill. It's
failure rate is less than one percent.
However, some individuals cannot
take the pill if they react badly to
it or develop some of the side effects. The most contraindicated individuals using the pill are those
who smoke,, since smoking in conjunction with the pill has been proven to be connected with heart
attacks.

It is important to get all the facts
in order to make this decision. Information is available in the
counseling center and at various
Planned Parenthood Agency offices.
Planned Parenthood also offers infor111ational lectures on methods of
birth control.
It is best to determine your needs,
for example: can you accept the
idea of interrupting sex to use a
device? Can you keep up with birth
control that requires your daily attention? etc. ... and then choose
the method that best meets those

needs.
Connie
Drop in or•call the Counseling
Center, Room 126, Bookstore Bldg.,
527-2082.

Attention Co111111uten!!!
Commuter Club Meeting- Tuesday, February 25, 1:40 P.M. (College hour)
The Freshman Center -All Newcomers Welcome
Refreshments will be served!

Freshman Class

Freshman formal a reality
By Chris Reinmuth
and Rhonda Rudi

BeAnAircraft~

And ■alch-Salarylear,
If you have an interest in aircraft maintenance, tlte Army National Guard
needs you. Join us as an aircraft pneudraulics repairer.
;; - Spend just two days a month-and two weeks a year · Ii] y •
,,!
working with us. Gain useful experience repairing some of
- .
the world's most advanced aircraft. And take home a hefty
paycheck.

jf &

l-800-'92-8396

.............

Amrriran.< At Tl,rir & st.

The ballots are in! The votes have
been carefully tabulated! For the
first time in the history of Kean, College, the Class of 1990 presents
"The Freshman Formal'~ This galant
event is taking pla'Ce on April 24,
1987, from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the
Atrium West in West Orange, N.J.
Tickets for this affair will be on
sale ,inthe College Center and the
Freshman Center from February 9
to March 9. The price is $35 per person. Heyl Too much for your pocket

to handle? NO PROBLEM! Put a
down payment toward your purchase of the ticket(s) and pay the rest
later! It's that simple!
This is a formal attire occasion, so
in case you may have trouble in
selecting a certain color or style of
your gown or tuxedo, the freshman
class is sponsoring a Fashion Show
Bridal Fashions, including
gowns, tuxedos, and feature wedding scenes. Professional models
will be showing the collection of attire, with a stage and music accompliment. We're e-.-en getting
some Kean College freshman to try

their hand at modeling. Both guys
and girls will be exhibiting various
gowns and tuxedos. This event will
take place on March 30 at Downs
Hall in the evening. Time is yet to
be announced.
The formal is for Kean College
freshman only! If you wish to attend
with someone who isn't a freshman,
that's okl The more the merrier!
There's always going to be
sometbing to do, so if you're interested in helping out, or if you
have any questions whatsoever concerning this, inquire in the
Freshman Center, or the College
Center.

Thurs.,
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Should the student activity fee be raised?

I
},

Alan Shelton

Yes, the fee should be raised since
it benefits the entire population.
Good education is contingent on
good student activites.

Wendi Batiato

Stu Garber

Yes, because it presents an opportunity for students to get involved,
and it benefits the entire college .

Only, if everyone can benefit from
it. I don't want to pay them more,
and then see no changes,

Maggie Brown

Scott Henderson

I do, to fund The Greeks.

No, tuition is pretty high as it is.

..
Jeeva Sri

Eddie Gladney

No, most people can't afford it.

Yes, all of the funded groups need
more money, and they feel under
funded . If you expect quality programs from the groups they need to
have more money.

Lisa Aletta

No, it shouldn't be rai sed. We
Sure, if it helps all of the clubs,
don't see where it goes, and I don't ·
sure.
see it going to good use.

Black feminism discussed
B y Barbara Goldblatt

Punctuated by nods of agreement
and the laughter of recognition ,
Deborah Gray White, Ph . D.,
Associate Professor of History at
Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, led a discussion on
February 11 about the unity of Black
women and the transform ati on of
Black feminism ata program sponsored by the Women's Resource
Center in celebration of Black
. History Month.
Dr. White described the growth
of Blackwomen's organizations and
sororities which were founded to
provide sisterhood and to fulfill the
social and economic welfare needs
of the Black community that private
charities as well as local and federal
governments refused to d_o.
However, adhering to the motto
adopted by the National Association of Colored Women (NACW)
founded in 1896, " Lifting As We
Climb" was not always accompl ished by these groups. According to Dr.
White the middle-class val ues and
perspectives of the women in these
organizations often made understanding and answering the needs
of workin g-class women, w hom
they sought to serve, problematic for
both groups.
The 'S0s were a turning point in
Black femini sm as a new generation ·
with new concepts of freedom and
equa lity came of age and began to
press for an end to racism in the
United States as well · as classism
within the Black community. Many
in this generation rejected the traditional Black women's organizations
which faced _a crisis due to a drop
in membership, especial ly among
younger women . However, sisterhood was an important factor in
Black feminism and new organizations ·were formed in an effort to
come together without c lassism.
The ideas.and concepts formu lated
by the Black feminists of the ' SO and
'60s providecl the ground from
which such works as " For Colored
Girls Who have Contemplated

Suicide" and Alice Walker's "The
Color Purple" grew.
Agreeing with and adding to Dr.
White's analysis, Jan Jackson, Director of Special Student Services,
noted that there were not three
generations of Black women involved in the struggle as the children of
the '60s generation come of age.
'~II," she stated, "with sli ghtly different values, perspectives and
methods but with the same goals in
their hearts and minds."
During the l_ively discussion Dr.

Kyle Evans
Adriana Velasquez

White and the 'audience shared
their experiences as it related to the
values and perspectives of their
generation, coming to realize that
they were viewed as they once

viewed their mothers.
A tape of this discussion is
available through the Women 's
Center, College Center Building,
Room 112 fo r those who missed the
program. Dr White's book '~r'n't I
a Woman?" is also in the Center's
library during the month of
February.

Interested In
Writing?

No, because they don't do
enough with it now, They need
more activities, like JY. athletics.

Independent
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STOP LCDK LISTEN
STOP worrying what to do with your degree
in Music or Communications ... LOOK at how the
INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance
your marketability ... LISTEN to the opportunity calling in the Music and Sound Recording In~ustry.

Attention All Students!
HAS THE COST OF A HIGHER EDUCATION
GOTTEN THE BEST OF .YOU? We're not surprised , with tuition increasing by 8% to 9% per
year. Federal and State ad cut backs . ..
Acad.emic Subsidies Research Group has
academia's financial answer! With access to
the largest computer bank of it's kind containing private sources of college financial aid totaling over 4 billion dollars, ASRG guarantees to
find five to 25 sources of financial aid or YOUR
MONEY BACK! That's right! We guarantee to
match your individual interests, background and
qualifications with thousands of grants, scholarships and . financial aid awards from private
sources such as foundations, trusts, corpora1tions, professional and . business groups,
religious and fraternal organizations. These
awards require NO pay back and are renewable.
SO DON'T DELAY! The time is now . . . Call or
write for FREE information.
Academic Subsidies Research Grou1::
" Academia's Financial Answer"
Suite 1430, P.O. Box 703
Belle Mead, N .J. 08502
201-874-3294

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH , in the
heart of New York's Greenwich Village, has
modularized its renowned MULTI-TRACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into
two summer sessions.
By the time you get your Degree you will also
have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the
exciting worlds of Music Recording , Broadcast,
Audio for Film and Video, Concert and Theater
Sound and much , much more.
The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its
regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a
year. For further information fill out and return the
attached coupon or call(212) 677-7580

--------------------~
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Phone (

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ College _ _ _ _ __

Institute of Audio Research
64 University Place, Greenwich Village
New York, NY 10003
Established
.

1969
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Letters
In support of Compensation I

Not necessarily
•
our view
There has been some discrepancies
lately about the content of several opinions that have been printed in recent
issues of the Independent. Many types
of comments have been floating both
inside and outside of the Independent
office.
Perhaps taking time out to review
what a newspaper is and how it
operates will finally put these ignorant
concepts to rest.
Freedom of speech is a right that al I
inhabitants of the United States of
America hold as a precious right. Not
a privilege mind you, but an inalienable right stated in the constitution of the United States, likewise
stated in the constitution of the
Independent.
This statement is upheld by the staff ·
and Editorial Board of the Independent. This is why there is a specific
section set aside in the Independent
allowing the campus community to air
their gripes, or give their opini_ons on
topics of interest.
The procedure is easy. Opinions
may be submitted as an Op-Ed piece,
letter to the editor, or as an editorial
cartoon. They wi 11 be run on the opinion's pages. All submissions must be
signed, although request for names to
be withheld will be granted. All sub.missions will be subject to editorial
discretion, in compliance with proper
journalistic standards.
Many have been confused into
believing that the Independent agrees
with and stands beside every opinion
that is printed. This however, is not
necessarily the case.
It is clearly stated in the opinions
column; the opinions expressed in the
signed columns and interviews of this
paper do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the editors. How much
simpler can it be?
Obviously, one's op1 n 10n is not
necessarily an others. There wi 11 always
be disagreements and arguments,
hopefully, we can deal with them
maturely.

Dear Editor,

I'm writing in response to your
editorial, " Dedication deserves
compensation." I think that all the
Media grups (Independent, WKNJ,
Memorabilia) and the service
groups (such as College Center
board, Squires, etc.) deserve
scholarships because they have
tremendous responsibilities. For example, Memorabilia is put out once
a year and the editor of that is
responsible for everything - pictures and anything written. On the
outside world, a photographer is
paid about $600.00 an hour! They
(chairpeople) do it for a yearl
Granted, it could be argued that
they are not professionals, but,
many have had experience in taking photographs and developing
film. Let's take another example:
The campus newspaper must take
alot of time because it is not staffed
properly. The editor-in-chief must
make up for the difference writing articles, editing, and
organizing the pages. And the ads?
~II, an editor on the outside world
must make more than $250,000 per
year! What about the squires? They .
are responsible for peoples' LIVES!
How about the college center

board? I wonder how much work .
goes in to bringing the Hootes or
even a comedian? Agents that book
shows on the outside world make
at least 100,000 a year! Quite frankly, cutting groups such as these that
serve the entire community is like
cutting off your own right arm. Also,
scholarships for all groups IS a good
idea - but, many of the groups only have a few major responsibilities
a year - for example, "The black
student union -what do they really
do that is major other than black
history month? I really can't even
see why they are supposed to be
getting a large budget increase,
because I was once a member of
BSU, and I personally felt that it
wasn't serving my interests - I want
to serve everyone. It is nice to have
a special interest, because it ideally is supposed to create cohesion
between members of the same
ethnic group. I never really saw it
happening. And I am disgusted with
the way it currently operated, attacking all of the media groups. For
what? I think that this is the final
blow - revenge? I also think that all
of the media groups work hard in
getting people in the groups but it's
difficult because people nowadays

ONLY look out for their own selfish
interests. It's pathetic! Another
special interest group would be the
Council for Exceptional Children .
The only MAJOR event is the annual marathon - What goes on for
the rest of the year?
The saddest thing that is going on
right now is the fact that the fulltime student government has a full
scholarship. Why? As much work is
involved in the media and service
groups - or sadly, they are looking
out for " numero uno," as my mom
would say. Terribly selfish - it is a
sorry day for Kean that the college
is shrugging off its duty to these
groups. Why not cut the student
govt. scholarships to 250.00 plus
housing and see how much they
complain! A good idea - have the
administration pick up the tab for
these scholarships? Give the groups
whose work never ends what they
deserve. Or, even better, give the
people on these groups the option
for receiving credit for their
participation .
Isn't it about time that we all appreciate what media and service
does for us all?
An Outraged Student,
Jackie Madison

The ins and outs of fees
Dear Editor,

Each student pays an activity fee
to the college. For most of the student population that is all we know

Thanks
Dear Editor,

They did something and we can't
believe it!
Larry DeVinoandjohn Way came
from Kean College to Union Hospital
on a call from a nursetogiveusa ride
to our home in Trotters Lane (near
Kean) at about 8 p.m. Sunday,
February 8. My wife rode in the ambulance, and I was in our car driven
by one of the men. We came home
gleefully and happily. Then it
happened.
We tried to pay. Nochargeforthe
ambulance! No paymentfordriving
our car home! No tip! NOT EVEN A
TIP! Remarkable!
The world is notyetgone.And with
Squire's Ambulance and men like
Larry DeVinoand John Way there is
much to look forward to.
Thank you very much.
Martin W. Jeiven

Discrimination?
Dear Editor,

On Tuesday, February 17, 1987 the
Black Student Union sponsored
what they called " The Gathering",
as a part of Btack History Month .
Their guest, Iman Ali Muslim was
to speak on the prospect of African
American Colleges. I appreciate the
fact that a group who is fighting for
equality would conduct something
such as this to heighten the
awareness of ALL students. My
gripe, however, lies in the fact that
this is not the case. This gathering
was exclusive of women. In my opinion, this is discrimination against
females. The Student Acti\,:ities fees
of both men and women are used
to fund BSU as with all funded
groups, therefore, I feel that this act
was unfair to all students, especially women, who have the same right
as men do to see their Student Activities fees put to good use.
An Outraged W>man

about what happens to the monies
we so faithfully pay out. Well let me
share a bit about what happens with
our money.
Let us trace the path of our money
from where we last "know of its
whereabouts. Our tuition and fees
are paid to the college. The combine bulk is forwarded to Trenton
who in turn sends a portion (the
fees) back to the school. The administration then slices off the activity fees that are set aside for the
student government to manage.
This is where the cycle finally
ends. Where we, the students, are

suppose to benefit. This trickledown effect finally reaches us in the
form of plays, concerts, shows, picnics, guest speakers, and a wide
variety of other ideas that have been
devised through the various groups
funded
by
the
Student
Organization.

If you wish any further information on your activity fee I am sure
our elected members of the student
government in Student Organization will be more than willing to
help. C128.
Graham R. Blackman-Harris
Sophomore Class Representative
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Racism surfaces on U.S. campuses

,

According to the local police
there was a mob of 500 to 1,000
white students chasing 6 to 10 black
students. Without further details,
one would place the incident in
Mississippi or Alabama some 30
years ago. Alas, the date is October
28, 1986, the place the Amherst
campus of the University of
Massachussetts, the heartland from
which emerged so much of our
heritage of democratic thought.
The Mets had just defeated the
Boston Red Sox in the final game of
the World Series. Students poured
out of the dorms. Fighting broke
out. Ten people were hurt, including a black student beaten unconscious. The Mets were perceived as a black team, the Red Sox
as a white team. A report by the
head of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination says, " it

seemed as though the crowd was
unconsciously focusing on a surrogate target against which to take
revenge for the Sox loss, and that
surrogate target conveniently
became black students.
Obscured Bits of our History
On March 5, 1770, British troops
fired into a crowd on Boston Common, killing five men. The first to
fall was Crispus Attucks, a runaway
slave. Prince Easterbrooks, a black
man, was among the 70 militiamen
at Lexington. With other blacks, he
fought and was wounded at Concord. Peter Salem, another black
Minuteman, also an escaped slave,
was a hero at the Battle of Bunker
Hill. He had joined up as a
volunteer. He was eager to re-enlist.
But there was opposition . General
George Washington, in command
of the Continentai Army, a slave

owner, was reluctant to use black
soldiers. The British offered freedom
to all blacks who would join up
with them. That changed Washington's mind. Some 5,000 blacks served in the Continental Army in the
regiments of all states except
Georgia and South Carolina. They
constituted 1160th of the Army. The
2,000 black sailors were 1/!0th of
the naval forces. (Source: BLACKS
IN AMERICA: THEN AND NOW,
by Edgar A Toppin, reprinted by
THE
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
MONITOR)
Few, if any, in that mob of white
students at Amherst know anything
of the real history of black people.
Such knowledge, by itself, would
not uproot the racism that erupted.
It would temper, somewhat, the
myths, caricatures, and misinforma-

Letters Continued

The cutting edge of unity
tion between all funded groups and
student alike.
2. Increasing visibility of Student
Organization and funded group officers in a manner which symbolizes the type of unification a student body is supposed to represent.
3. Initiating better accountability on the part of Student Organization officers and funded group
officers.
4. Honesty, based on less
politicalism and more sincerity for
the people we represent.

Dear Editor,

What is student organization? Student Organization is supposed to be
a symbol of student unity: the cutting edge of leadership. As they key
guiding element of the 26 funded
groups that now exist, as well as the
instrumental voice of all full time
students, Student Organization has
a great responsibility. How then can
Student Organization, in the light of
recent disparities, be a more effective mechanism of representation?
1. Affecting better communica-

5. More effective collective longterm strategic planning based on
realistic and sensitive short-term
objectives.
In the hope that students of all
colors, religions, creeds, and nationalities may unite to make a
stronger student body, such OPENMINDED FORESIGHT as shown
above is of great importance if our
student body is to survive.
Yours Sincerely,
Jeeva Sri,
President

Shame on you Independent
Dear Editor,

criticism, they leave themselves
open to charges of anti-semitism.
It is the responsibility of the
editorial staff to provide for a full
discussion of a matter before leveling criticism especially at an individual. The editorial staff owes its
readership a clarification of its position in this matter and an explanation for publishing this cartoon.
Name Withheld Upon Request

nion in a letter to the editor, not as
a cartoon.
The editorial staff of the Independent, by allowing this cartoon to be
presented in the editorial section,
appeas ot have given its imprimatur
to the opinion expressed. In so doing the editorial staff oversteps the
parameters of editorial prerogative
and by including the "Hebrew
History Department" in its

In the February 12th edition of the
Independent a cartoon, which appears to be a student criticizing a
professor for what the professor is
teaching, was printed on the
editorial section. If this cartoon was
the opinion of one student - right
or wrong - that student is entitled
to his opinion. However that opi. nion should be presented as his opi-

'!:ditors Note: *See Page 4.
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tion to which they have been subjected from infancy.
.
And that's true for the population
of Kean College. If you asked me if
such an incident could occur on
our campus, I would think it unlikely, but I could not answer " No" with
absolute certainy. In my opinion
Black History Month realizes its
potential only when it attains a
significant involvement of white
students, faculty and staff.
Let's Face It - Racisim
Is Growing in Our Country!
There have been ugly incidents
reported from other campuses the Citadel, a military academy in
South Carolina, the universities of
Chicago, Texas and Alabama, other
New England schools. Many others
are hushed up. A survey by Walter
Allen, University of Michigan
sociologist, shows that four out of
five black students on predominantly white campuses report persona!
experiences with racism. Educators
and civi I rights leaders are worried
at the growing pattern of bigotry and
animosity toward minority students.
The causes must be sought in the
social and political context.
The greater visibility of blacks in
some professions, and especially in
sports and entertainment on TV,
obscures the real situation in race
relations in the U.S.A. Police officials in New York City who investigate crimes of bias report a
150% jump over last year. Most involved blacks and whites. As a rule
a majority of confirmed bias incidents are directed against Jews.
Howard Beach and Cummings,
Georgia, were lightning flashes
revealing the landscape. There are

policies on any number of social
and economic questions. Reaganomics has speeded the polarization
of rich and poor. A big chunk of the
social legislation of the past halfcentury has been undermined
Behind a thin pretext of concern,
the legal structure to advance and
protect civil rights is being dismantled. The actions of the government, and the thinking they embody, have profound effects on the
student population . No wonder,
then, that a new survey by the
University of California at Los
Angeles and the American Council
of Education, based on responses
from 204,491 college freshmen,
finds the following changes in what
these students think is essential or
very important. The first figure is the
percentage for 1976, the second for
1986. To be very well off financially, from 53.1 to 73.2. To help others
in difficulty, from 63.1 to 57.2. To
develop a philosophy of life, 60.8 to
40.6. To be involved in environmental cleanup, 27.7 to 15.9. To promote
racial understanding, 35.8 to 27.2.
Each new generation must be
taught, must be helped to learn the
truth. That is why classes and lectures in Black History and the
Holocaust are so important on college campuses.
"Racial and ethnic conflict is rarely caused by some single factor, but
a complex mixture of historical,
cultural and situational forces:' said
Frederick A. Hurst, the head of the
Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination. "You're talking
about young people who weren't
born when the Voting Rights Act
was passed and Dr. Martin Luther

dozens, nay hundreds, of neighbor-

King was leading the cause of civil

hoods in which blacks, Hispanics,
in fact any people of color fear to
spend time, let alone live, because
of actual or threatened violent
resistance.
I assert categorically that a major
cause of deteriorating race relations
is the Reagan Administration and its

rights.
"The scariest thing about this," he
went on, "is that after all the years
of effort and struggle to turn around
civil rights in this country, young
people are beginning to manifest
the kind of racist behavior exhibited
during the days of segregation ."

In support of
Compensat,on II
Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to your
editorial , "Dedication deserves
compensation;' because I sympathize with the problems of having a lot of responsibility in addition
to classwork, homework, etc. It
seems to me that the reason that
most people that are involved do
not HAVE to work to pay for their
school transportation etc. is because
their parents can pick up the tab.
Now you. know why there is apathy
on this campus - because only
children with fairly well-off parents
can afford to go to school and not
have to work. That is one of the
reasons why scholarships are being
cut-:-- It's Reaganomics on the local
· level - take care of ourselves (the
well off) and tell everyone else to go
to h-! It seems as though our fulltime student government wishes to
take care of itself very well by providing themselves with 32 credits a
year, most full time students
nowadays only take 12 hours a
semester. For equalities' sake, why
not give THEM the same as
everyone else - seems fair - but
ISN'T THIS TYPICAL OF ELECTED
OEFICIALS? - They will never give
themselves a DECREASE - how
horrid!
I also understand why these
"cuts" were made - so the minority groups can have the same
scholarship as the media and services groups. Why? Because they

are SO disadvantaged? They may be
in some ways - but not really on
this campus. Who is trying to kid
whom? I am a transfer student from
another college and this campus is
so much more bent on equality
than I have ever seen - and the service and media groups respond
rather well. If someone feels that
they are not responded to well,
enough why°not do what everyone
else does: join the group that you
want to see changed - not complain that a special position be
established just because you are a
member of a minority group. Why
doesn't someone join because of
talent and interest- not because of
race? You can't set aside special
positions for people, because it only
creates tension; if I decided to join
the paper I would join not because
I'm Hispanic, but because I wanted
to sincerely help others. I really
can't see why people are so hung
up on race - it's who you are, not
what you are.
I' ll pose the final questions Why is the student government cutting off its nose to spite its face the media groups and service are so
inflµential it must not be realized.
Why are the people so hung up on
race - I feel that the past is just that
past. The future is unlimited
because one can correct past errors,
but one cannot continually make
up for it.
Name Withheld Upon Request
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Court will hear case that could limit 'lab' newspapers
(CPS)-The U.S. Supreme Court
has agreed to her a case that will,
by the time it's concl uded, clarify
just how much co ntrol admini strators have over col lege and
high
school
"labo ra to ry "
newspapers.
The decision, student'journali sm
observers say, will affect what hundreds of high school papers and
"many" college papers published
as "for-credit" classes can print,
predicts Mark Goodman, director of
the Student Press Law Center in
Washington, D.C.
Some worry that if the court which is due to issue its ruling by
July, 1988 - expands officials'
power over editorial content in lab
papers, extracurricular papers may
feel the pinch next.
The current case began in 1983,
w hen Hazelwood East High School
Principa l Robert Reynolds excised
two stories from the school's lab
paper.
Reynolds says he was worried a

story about teen pregnancy would
seem to condone the sexual norms
of the pregnant girls interviewed,
and that a story about divorce gave
parents of divorced kids no opportunity to respond .
Reynolds claimed both stories
could lead to lawsuits if the sou rces
could be identified through their
comments.
Three student reporters sued,
claiming the school had abridged
their First Amendment rights.
A federal district court okayed the
censorship because it was part of a
class project, as opposed to an extracurricular activity or publ ic forum
for students.
A federa l appeals court later
ruled for the students, saying the
paper was guaranteed the same First
Amendment rights of any other
publication.
In late January, the Supreme Court
agreed to make a final decision in
the case.
"We're not trying to be adver-

sarial in taking this to the Supreme
Court; we just need to know," says
Hazelwood school Superintendent
Dr. Thomas Lawson.
" The school di strict wants to
know who is responsible for curriculum . Are participants going to
be responsible or administrators?
And the students want to know how
much freedom they'll have in
writing articles in what is considered a ' laboratory' paper."
Goodman hopes that's all the
decision would do.
" It would most affect papers that
are school-related as class activities;' he explains. " But regarding
non-classroom-related col lege
papers, administrators could start
thinking, 'Why limit control to only class activities when extracurricular papers also are related to the
educational missibn?' "
A ruling for the administration
also could dangerously change student's perceptions of a free press
and freedom of expression, adds

Remembering the ladies
By Rita Martinez

During the 18th and 19th Century,
for anyone to start schooling or
other types of education for Black
men , women, and children, was a
difficult venture. Here are just a few
women who made education
among Black Americans successful.
Lucy Craft - She started a school
for Black chi ldren in the basement
of a church in Augusta, Georgia.
Thi s became the Haines Normal
and Industrial Institute, which by
World War I served 900 students.
Fanny Jackson Coppin - She is

responsible for the Institute for Colored Youth in Philadelphia which
opened a building for its new Industrial Department, which offered
Black Youths a greater variety of occupational choices.
Anna Julia Cooper She
published A Voice from the South
by a Black woman from the South,
advocating higher education for
Black men and women, a cause to
which she devoted most of her life.
Sarah Garnet - She was the first
Black woman to attain the rank of
Principal in the New York City
schoo l system. She organized

"Literary Salads'' for the public exercises presented at her school on
Hancock Street in Brooklyn . These
"Salads" were made up of quotations from standard authors and
drew an audience far greater than
the groups which attended other
school functions.
Nannie Helen Burrough-She
opened the National Training
School for women and girls in
Washington, D.C. Female students
from all over the United States, the
Caribbean, and Africa attended . Today this is the Nannie Helen Burroughs Secondary School.
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one student press expert.
court's appreciation of student free
"If the court finds in favor of the
speech," he says.
administration, it will send a
" But we hope the decision goes
message to young people that the
the other way. That wi II show that
students have First Amendment
First Amendm~nt can be set aside;'
rights on school papers, and that adsays Louis lngelhart, author of
several books about high school
ministrators can't censor just
because they disagree. They'll have
and campus press freedoms.
If the authorities can control stu- to prove any liability involved in
dent expression, youth will soon , publishing a story."
agree that the court can control all
lngelhart maintains, "School ofexRression and that will set a ficia ls have overreacted to this.
rep ressive pattern . It would be most They're running scared and trying
disastrous because the long-range to keep their authority unchal lenged. Without their authority (over stueffect would be that of teaching kids
there really is no freedom of the
dent papers), they fear a great
press."
disaster."
Goodman notes his group is " ner" If students can publ[sh what they
want, administrators will worry
vous" about the upcoming hearing.
Last summer, the Supreme Court
about schools being sued for things
like invasion of privacy regarding
ruled that a student who used sexual innuendo in a speech before a stories students write:'
high school assembly was not pro" But, you know, there's never
tected by the First Amendment.
been a judgment against any school
for invasion of privacy."
" We're not confident of the
0

Black history
Inonth exhibition
By Aderonke Bademosi

In the Freshman Center and foyer
of the library, in celebration of Black
History month are various displays.
The di splay case in the conference
room of the Fr.eshman Center shows
Africa - It's people, detailing the
traditional head garments of the
Ndeble and Nomadic Fulani
women . The display also shows
Africa - it's land depicting the ferti le land and abundance of wi Id Iife
that remains.
Display case two in the hallway
of the Freshman Center is a map of
the Underground-Railway titled
" Tracks to Freedom". The map
shows the main route and six alternate routes used by slaves escapi ng
to Freedom . Pinpointed on the.map
are the locations of safe houses.
Display case three shows African
masks of various tribes, made of different types of materials. Although
there are over a thousand tribes in
African, only a small number approximately one hundred, produce
masks.
The display case in the foyer of
the library shows black cinematic
art through the decades. it begins
with the 1920's and continues
through to the 1970's showing prominent black entertainers at the

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, art history, bilingual education, folk
music and folk dance,
history, journalism, political science, Spanish
language and literature
and intensive Spanish .
Six-week session .
June 29-August 7, 1987.
Fully accredited program . Tuition $480 .
Room and board in
Mexican home $520.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Education Bldg., Room 434
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-4729 or
'
621-4720
'

peek of their careers. The fifth
display case also in the foyer, shows
the Civil war through cartoons. The
plight and struggle of black people
as seen through cartoonists eyes.
Although Black History Month is
coming to a close, please take the
time to visit these displays. The ·
ideas and meaning behind them
wil I stay with you much longer than
the month of February. The exhibition is made possible by the Coun- ·
cil for Part-time Students, Student
Activities, and the Freshman Center.

Student
representative
(Continued from Page 1)

and the non-voting representative
shall be able to participate in and
be present at all open and closed
meetings of the Board of Trustees,
except, any matter involving
employment, appo intment, ter-·
mi nation of employment, terms and
cond \tion s of employment, evaluations of employees, promotion or
disciplining any prospective officer
or emp loyee.
The decision of whether or not to
have a general election, selection
and an interview by Tri-Council will
be determined in March by the
Board of Trustees. The Colleges
Board of Trustees will review the
method of selecting student
representatives to the Board and
determine if it should be changed
or not. The reasoning behind not
being a member of any student
government was that interests may
conflict. The second proposal according to David McCarthy, President of- Student Organization ,
would like to have a campus wide
election in which all students can
vote whether you are full time, part
time or graduate students.
When asked if the election would
be in conjunction with Student
organization elections McCarthy
said that it could be done but it has
not been discussed as of yet. Ippolito sa id, "the Kean College
Board of Trustees in 1977 passed a·
resolution which permitted a nonvoting student on the Board of
Trustees. The position was filled for
three years but, due to problems
with the election procedure has
been vacant since 1980." He stated
that Tri-Council for the past five
years had been working on a reelection procedure not unlike the
current proposal. McCarthy felt that
the reason why it failed in the past
. was because it was a non-voting
position and that it did not generate
enough interest.
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·Arts and Entertainment

Movie Review: Mannequin---...,...-,=,,,...

By Sharon Mac Bride
Stop! Before reading any further,
please answer the following
questionnaire:
1) Do you take pride in informing
small children that Santa Claus is
merely an imaginary folklore
character and a capati l istic ploy to
boost toy sales during the Yule-tide
season? YES ___ NO _ __
2) Were you taught that the Easter
Rabbit is a type of Volkswagen?
YES _ _ NO _ _
3) During your free time, do you
stand in the "bake goods" aisle of
Pathmark to tell customers that
Betty Crocker is not a rea l person?
YES _ _ NO _ _
4) Do you refuse to read

The
National Inquirer when in the
check-out lin e of that same
Pathmark?
YES _ _ NO _ _
5) Do you never daydream - with the
exception of those Friday mornings
after a hard night at the pub w hen
you may sleep until noon?
YES _ _ NO _ _
If you have answered YES to one
or more of the questions, you are a
hopeless realist. Skip over my
review and proceed to the sports
page. But, if, like me, you are an
escapist with an active imagination,
then read on and, please, go see
Mannequin.
For us escapists, the movie theatre
is a place of refuge where on ca n
go after a hard day to forget about
life for awhile and become lost in
a world of fa ntasy, which exceeds
all the boundaries of our society.
Mannequin, a comedy starring
Andrew McCarthy and Kim Cattra/1,

succeeds in just that. Our protag-

onist of the story is Jonathon Switcher, an aspiring artist who is fired
from several menial jobs because
of his time consuming aesthetic
ways. His goal to create a masterpiece is achieved in forming Emmy,
a store mannequin who is really a
liberated Egyptian Jewish princess
who escapes her ancient time
period and now comes alive on ly
for Jonathon. Together the pair
creates crowd-pleasing window
displays at the stately Prince & Co.
department store, much to the
delight of owner Claire Timkin,
played by Estelle Getty of NBC's
Colden Girls.
.
Now, where would this story be
without a great cast of villians to
introduce a conflict to shake up the
good guys? James Spader tops the
li st as Ri chards, a double agent for
the .rival and more modern department store lllustra. Seen previously
in Pretty in Pink as Andrew
McCarthy's snobby, social-concious
friend, Spader excels once again as
the scheming bad guy. Other lllustra
evi l-doers include Jonathon's exgirlfriend Roxie, played by Carole
Davis of The Flamingo Kid,
Christopher Maher as Armand, her
new and overheated suitor (giver of
lines such as " Hey, hey Roxie, you
look foxy"), and Steve Vinovich as
lllustra head B.J. Wert. Thi s crew
attempts to steal Jonathon's mannequin, hi s inspiration and love, in
order to force him over to the enemy
camp.
There are a few actors who,
despite their supporting roles,
manage to steal the show in Mannequin . The first is Hollywood,
Jonathon's friend and fellow window designer, who drives a hot-pink
Cadillac with a license plate reading
" Bad Girl''. M eshach Taylor is electric in the role with its colorful

fashion ensembles and eccentric
eyewear. Represen ting the canine
set and basking in the limelight is
Winston, a bulldog with a flair for
dead-pan humor who portrays
Rambo, the innapropriately named
attack dog. He is sidekick to Feli x,
the night watchman at Prince & Co.
who is working for the contriving
Richards. First-rate character actor
G.W. Bailey describes his alter-ego
as "the kind of man who thinks he
looks just great in a double-k nit
suit."
Mannequin is a fun movie and
that is just what director Michael
Gottleib intends the audience to
have with it. Kim Cattrall as Emmy
is a Peter Pan figure who believes
that all is possible and brings confidence to the insecure Jonathon,
turning his life around. Andrew
McCarthy, once again , wins
hearts with hi s charmingly nonchalant and elegant sty le. Th e man
wears bowling shoes with class. In
addition to the luxury of being a
light-hearted form of pure entertainment, Ma nnequ in also has an important message. Through Jonathon's struggles, we learn that quality and pride in what one does is
Andrew McCarthy star of MANNEQUIN.
more important than money. Mannequin is the story of the struggles
beetween good old-fashioned
values and new ones which attempt
to undermine them.
So, take a vacation to your local
theatre and check all your class
and probably the most believible
By Kelly T. Hill
assignments and that trivial "things
characterization. Alquette, though
The
recent
Lunchtime
Theatre
to do" list at the door. Forget your
Production of The New Man was a a bit hoarse sou nding at times, for
cares and dream awhile. One cauplay with a thought provoking the most part delivered her lines
tion, however. Do not bring along
well .
topic - man's existence - but,
a realist friend who will just criticize
which
fell
short
of
the
type
of
punch
and make such statements as " that
On the other hand, when one
would never happen in real life". If one hopes to get when attending
looks to the fact that this play was
the theatre.
written and directed by a student,
you are looki ng for that friend, by
the way, he's in the l ounge M There were some comic moments Marc Malara, it is quite an accomsomewhere reading the sports page. 1 in the play and once m y heart plishment. Also the play was cast at
jumped and raced wildly when the
the'end of December and rehearsed
character S-53 burst through the
for only about 4 weeks before beback theatre entrance yell ing wilding staged. In fact, the original Lucas
ly that the world shouldn't be
Deville role was cast 2 weeks into ·
,destroyed and he could prove why
rehearsa l due to an unfortunate car
not. However, these were only a few
accident. In th at this ensemble was
min utes of the play and the auable to stage the production under
dience was left with a lot of just
such circumstances is wellmediocre moments. A lot of the
deserving of some praise and shows
play was overacted and at times too
a high level of dedication and
loud for the theatre's small size.
professionalism.
Mr. "G's" speeches were sometimes
However, I didn't get a final
long, loud and .hard ideas to follow
as were S-53 's. The notion of message upon the play's end .
" GOD" a.k.a., Mr. " G" and " The The subject of man's existence is so
Devil " a.k.a. and Lucas Deville talk- controversial and is one which
ing, getting along and fighting for means so many different things to
their "jobs" was a bit hard to ac- each of us, making this a most difcept. The role of Mr. Pinzor as the ficult play for an audience to accept,
Yuppi e "pinhead" was great casti ng like or take serious ly.

Lunchtime Theatre:
The New Man

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY

RUTGERS
Careers in Managing Human Resources
A Masters Degree in Industrial Relations and Human Resources
from Rutgers University prepares you for career mobility and
advancement.
Recent graduates have obtained responsible, highly-paid positions
in personnel admini stration, employment .relations, com pensation
and benefits, labor relations, human resources planning, corporate
training and executive development in Fortune 500 companies
locally and nationally.
Classes are scheduled in the late afternoon and early evening in
order to accommodate either full-time or part-time attendance.

Join Us On Career Night

NOW PLAYING
AT THEATRES EVERY\'iHERE!

Learn about one of the outstanding programs in the nation; talk
with faculty, students and alumni; visit our computer lab and library
on:
Thursday, February 26, 1987 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Room 115
Institute of Management & Labor Relations
Rutgers University - Cook Campus
Ryders Lane and Clifton Avenue
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
For more information about the M .S. degree in Industrial Relations and Human Resources call 932-9874 or write Director, IRHR
Graduate Program.
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Movin' On with Sweet Honey in the Rock
By C. Concavage
· you have to go lookin' for trouble." .
"Sweet Honey in the Rock': an a
Accompanying the troupe was an
cappella quintet, dressed in colorinterpreter for the deaf, Shirlen
ful African garb, sang with strength
Johnson. "Sweet Honey wants no
and soul about the experience of
barriers to understanding their
women and Blacks in Wilkins
music. This extends to the deaf
Theatre on Feb. 14. The group has
community", she said.
its roots in Washington, D.C. and
Rooted in gospel and spiritual
has been performing since 1973
music, the prO\/OCative lyrics and exthroughout the world.
otic rhythms enticed the audience
Bernice Johnson Reagon, a 1960's
to join in Sweet Honey's beat and
civil rights activist from Albany, GA.
spirit by clapping, swaying, and
founded the group. Her message
screami ng affirmations. Between the
flowed in the songs, "The Waters of repertoire of songs, the women took
Babylon" and "Change is the only
turns reading poetry and quips by
prorpise. The group sang, " For the
Sonia Sanchez, Langston Hughes
continuation of the people, change
and Alice Walker.
can mean trouble and many times
Their dynamic voices blended in

harmony while they addressed
racial and political oppression in
their song "Venceremos" (We Will
Win), accompanied by the hissing
shekeres, traditional African percussion instruments.
Sweet Honey keeps their reper-

toire fresh by updating their material
to address current issues. They sing
of the countries shift to right wing
politics, the June 12 march for disarmament, of Chile and of Soweto,
South Afria, and there was a poem
by Sonia Sanchez abut Martin

Luther King Jr.
But at the end, their plea was soft
and simple. The interpreter for the
deaf signed as though she were
writing on her palm and the group
sang, " I will write your name,
peace".

The Folk Project
The Folk Project sponsors weekly
Friday night folk concerts in the
Somerset County Environmental
Center at 190 Stirling Road, Basking Ridge, NJ. They start at 8:30
with a donation of $2.00.
Refreshments are available. The following is the March schedule:
MARCH 6th - An all women trio,
HUXTABLE, CHRISTENSEN, and
HOOD, will perform popular music
from the 20's to 60's. Repertoire wi 11
include British and American traditional ballads, Bahamian music, and
50's doowap. They accompany
themselves on pump organ, accordian, recorder, dulcimer and other '
whimsical percussion instruments.
Together 12 years, they have appeared at numerous folk festivals,
and have a newly released record
album called "Melancholy Babies".
Opening will be HANK REINEKE
on gui tar/vocals and harmonica.
MARCH 13th - OPEN STACE. Sign
up at 7:30 to play a short set.
MARCH 20th - "WE STILL AIN'T

STEVE CILETE will perform. Best
known for his song " Darcy Farrow",
recorded by John Denver, he is a
California native back in the folk
scene after a long break . Opening
will be Fl LAC REE, a trio of women
performing a variety of vocal
repertoire.
FOR A FULL LISTING OF FOLK
EVENTS CALL FOLK PHONE
(201) 822-1313.

Gospel quintet SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK.

GOT NO 81\ND" performs a raf'lge

of material including rounds and
catches from the Elizabethan Era,

novelty songs, and swing. A trio
consisting of Patsy Rolston, Kenny
Rolston, and Henry Nerenberg on
guitar, dulcimer, bass and trombone.
Opening will be IDLE RUMOURS,
a trio consisting of Margo Hennebach, Paul Kovit, and Adrienne
)ones.
MARCH 27th - Singer/songwriter

The "best
looking" poll
By Eric L. Greenberg
The concept is simple. With the
ballots provided below you may
choose, in order, your top ten best
looking males or females (separte
ballots are provided for each
category) . You may vote on either
or both categories. Results will be
determined by a points system. A
first place vote will receive 10
points. A second place vote will
receive 9 points, and so on .
Deadline for balloting in the "Best
Looking Poll '87" is Friday, at 12:00
noon. Your choices may include any
member of the human race.
Best Looking Male

The American Express• Card can get you virtually
everything from a 1V to a T-shirt. Or a tuxedo.
From Tulsa to Thailand. So during college and after, it's the
perfect way to pay for just about anything you'll want.

How to get the Card before graduation.
College is the first sign of success. And because
we believe in your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Express Card right now. You can
qualify even before you graduate with our special
student offers. For details, look for applications
on campus. Or just call I-800-THE-CARD, and ask
for a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It:•

1. - - - - - - - - - - 2.
3. - - - - - - - - - - 4.

5.
6.

7. - - - - - - - - - - 8.

9.
10. - - - - - - - - - - Best Looking Female

1. - - - - - - - - - - 2.
3. - - - - - - - - - - 4.
5.
6.

7. - - - - - - - - - - 8.
9.

10. - - - - - - - - - - -

•

■~
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Long On Song: High Tech and Low· Budgets
By Billy Long
Spring training has started and
that brings to mind that summer
isn't far away. It also means that
musical instrument companies are
coming out with their new lines (if
they haven't already). Thi s is the best
time to buy that keyboard or effect
unit you've wanted because the
prices go down when a company is
upgrading it's equipment. Yamaha
has a new version of the ever
popular DX-7. It's called the DX-7
11 FD. Thi s new unit is wild. It's like
having two DX-7's and a floppy di sc
drive. But the older DX is great. It's
an industry standard. Music stores
are trying to clear their older stock
for the new stuff; this means sa les
and savings of hundreds of dollars.
Take for example the Rolal)d JX-8P.
It was selling for about $1400~ now
you can pick one up for $799 00 (Victor's House of Music in Ridg ood ·
is currently having a sale on this

synth). Prices are so good that I just
got an Oberheim Matrix 6 and had
money left over to get a Yamaha
TX-8iZ (the new rack mount synth
module). So don't wait any longer,
get whatever you've been wanting.
Prices will be going up soon.
Mick Jagger, Paul McCartney,
Peter Gabriel, Simple Minds and
others will be performing in the
Wembly Arena (London), on April
1st to raise money for AIDS
research . The show will be taped
and aired at a later date . . . A friend
from Island Records has heard the
new U2 record and says it is potent.
It should be in the stores within a
month . .. Jimmy Page says that it is
possible that Led Zeppelin will have
a reunion, but it won't be any time
soon ... Did anyone see that Fiero
get wasted in the school parking lot?
You shold have heard the sound tht
made!
Later

Rock Calendar
The Ritz,
NYC

Obsessions
Randolph , NJ

Feb 22 Georgia Satellites
27 Southside Johnny
the Asbury Jukes
March 12 B.B. King/Gregg
Allman Band
19 Los Lobos ·
Feb 27 Leslie West & his
All Star Band

Feb 27 Ramones
March 6 Greg Allman
Band
11 Nils Lofgren
Wed. - The Nines
Every Sun. - Cats
Thurs. - Yasgurs' Farm

Stone Pony
Asbury Park,
NJ

Escapades
Jersey City, NJ

Feb 20 The Beat
Exchange &
Joey and the
Works

Lone Star Cafe
NYC

Feb 19 Marshal Tucker
Band

Kean College

Feb. 26 Miles Davis

Miles Davis will

be appearing February 26 at Wilkins Theatre.

Music News

The Gregg Allman Band will be at Kean College on March 16.

STEP presents In

Celebration of
Black History Month

BLUES FILM FESTIVAL
BLACK ROOTS - documentary film explores the roots of
artistic expression in the country blues of
musicians such as Blind Rev. Gary Davis,
Larry Johnson, Fredrick Kirkpatrick and
others. (color 60 min.)

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN , the
Grammy Award-winning blues
guitarist
who
has
almost
singlehandedly put the blues back
on the pop charts, will bring his
band, DOUBLE TROUBLE, to the
lilies Center at the C.W. Post Campus of Long Island University, Saturday, Febru ary 21, at 8 p.m. Guitarist
LONNIE MACH will open the show
. . . Imitators, imposers and
"Johnny-come-lately's" are trying to
emulate the Gregg Allman sound
but GREGG ALLMAN is A'merican
Rock and no one will ever forget the
mark the ALLMAN BROTHERS left
on the music world in the '?O's.
Now, after many years of rest and
relaxation, Gregg is back to do what
he does best. I'm No Angel con- '
tains the sound that made Gregg
A llman and Company the distinctive music force of the '?O's. The title track sets the pace for this comeback LP, which will knock you
down and drag you out at least 100
miles. Gregg may not be an angel,
but he su re can play some mean
rock 'n' roll and is back with a
vengeance Gregg will be cranking
it out on the road for the next few
months with his new band. They
will hit Kean College's Wilkin's
Theatre on March 16. Tickets for this

C.C.B. sponsored event will be $7.50
for students and $10. for the public.
Get off your butt and go see this
one. It promises to be a great show
. . . The American Musical and
Dramatic Academy will conduct
auditions in six cities during
February to determine the winners
of 21 theatre scholarships. 1he
scholarship awards ranging frorri
$2,000.00 to $12 ,760.00 are awarded to perfromers based on the merit
of their audition. Each audition shall
consist of a contemporary monologue ·and a song from the Broadway repertoire. AMOA is noted for
the introduction of "Total Training
For The Actor," a curricul um that
provides complete integration of Acting, Musical Theatre and Dance in
a concentrated, professional program. This year auditions will be
conducted in Austin, Chicago, Los
Angeles, New York City, San Fran- .
cisco and Toronto, Canada. For additional information on the school
and the scholarship program please
telephone the Director of Admissions at (212) 787-5300 . .. MILES
DAVIS! MILES DAVIS! MILES DAVIS!
MILES DAVIS AT KEAN COLLEGE
ON FEBRUARY 26! Go see it, damn
it! Need I say more?

BLUES ACCORDIN' TO L/GHTNIN HOPKINS - documentary
Earning your way
thru college

film on the music of the legendary
guitar/vocalist Sam "Lightnin" Hopkins.
(color 31 min.)

UPS CAN HELP
Loading and
Unloading
POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT
$8/HR., PLUS BENEFITS

. RAH\VAY PUBLIC LIBRARY
1175 St. Georges A venue
Rahway, New Jersey

Part Time Hours:

5 PM-9 PM
4 AM-SAM
11 AM-3 PM

February 17, 1987 (Tuesday Evening) 7 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS

5 DAYS A WEEK- EDISON and KENILWORTH LOCATIONS

Call for an Interview Between
.the Hours of 9_to 5, Monday thru Friday
(201) 225-3200

For information call (201) 388-0761
FREE

11 PM - 3 AM

FREE

Equal Opportunity Employer

Presents

~
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February 26, .
at Wilkins
Theatre
Tickets .
· on sale
soon!
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Classifieds.
$$$ for ride from Roselle Parl< to
Kean every day. 8:30-9:00 a.m. (1 .
way only). Please call Jeanne Major, Coop Ed, a.m . or p.m .
(8:30-4:30), 527-2357 or 527-2387.

GREAT BUY. Sturdy, reliable,
old Volvo. A steal at $600!
Great for commuting to college.Automatic, new transmission, 2 doors. 256-6844.

For Sale. 77 Ford Pinto. Only
52,000 miles. 4-speed, excellent
condition. Best offer. 527-0567.

Part-Time Telemarketing
Volunteer Recruitment.
Leading non-profit organizaFor Sale. 1978 Chevrolet Caprice tion based in Elizabeth is
<?lassie. 4 dr., NC, stereo, new seeking responsible intires, body and mechanically exdividuals to recruit volunteers
cellent, 117,000 mi. Asking $1500.
over the phone. Strong verbal
Call Eddie (201) 344-3279.
skils and positive attitude re\
quired.
Part time evening
Tired, exhlluated, experiencing
at,.u? Why don't you get away hours, excellent opportunity for
on a vacation for a 11z hour to 1 students. Call Mr. Jordan for
hour. Set up an appointment for a an interview, 354-7373.
c:ertified, Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Gutt- · Off The Board Entertainment. Having a party? Getting
man, C.R.M.T. at 687-4549.
·

Mathematics Tutoring. All
levels of college math including calculus. Reasonable
rates and times. Call 687-396
asl< for Gary.
'

married? Why not hire a professional D.J. We have a wide
variety of music from Abba to
Zebra. Call'(201) 686-3318 between 2 p.m. and 10 p.m. Ask
for Bill.
·

Wanted professional day
hosts,
waitress,
and
cocktails. Earn $6 per hour.
available. Background/interests Apply in person 2-4 p.m. Bencommunications, graphic art, nlgan's, 272 Rt. 22 W.,
writing or political science. Flexible Sprihgfield, 564-6016.

Public Relations/Government Affairs Firm has undergraduate Intern/Research Assistant positions

15 hour minimum. Contact
Karen/Heather at 201-382-0060.

Campus travel representative to
D.J. For Hire. Music for all affairs.

6 years experience - reasonable
rates. Call Bob at 233-6551. Leave
message.
Great Buy! Sturdy reliable old
Volvo. A steal at $600.00! Great for
commuting to class. Automatic, 2
door, new transmission. 256-6844.

Wanted: Correspondence from
sincere. individuals for black incarcerated college student. Will
answer all! Write to: Mr. Philip Marshall 86-A-0951, Box 149, Exchange
St., Attica, N .Y. 14011-0149.

$$$ for ride from Roselle Park to
Kean every day. 8:30-9:00 a.m . (1
way only). Please call Jeanne Major, Co-op Ed, a.m. or p.m.
(8:30-4:30), 527-2357 or 527-2387.

klllAICH PIPIII
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

.... aqnq;,~~J;9]2622

Or, rush $2.00 to: R-•rch Aaalatance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN , Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Your ID Could
Be Here!

promote Spring Break tour to
Florida. Earn money, free travel, and
outstanding marketing experience.
Call inter-campus programs at
1-800-433-7747 for details and information mailer.
Driving and
homework help needed for 10 yearold girl. High pay, 20 hrs. weekly.
(2:30-6:30) Patience necessary. Call
Pat at 635-8747.

Mother's Helper -

Independent Personals
There is a rumor that something was
fishy about the fish vs. sponge bout
in the Spring of 86. Could this mean
a rematch? Sponge fans unite!
Shy One, How could I disappoint
you? Name the time and the place.
I' m yours. Frank C.
Cheryl, Four is my limit, promi se!

But you ' ll have to hold me back
because the fourth one will definitely be repeated. The Insatiable One!
To 510 Bartlett, Thanks for being

such good friends. it's nice to know
somebody cares. P.S. Thanks for the
spare bed and get the window fixed Johnny Rod . Love you guys. Dee
Chrorimae, Thi s is the time to

remember cause it will not lasr
forever. These are the days to hold
onto . . . Dreamer

dates of Feb. 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th
- they might be the • lowest yet!
Who has the bigger list?!? Cheer up!!
"Sting"
One male without
girlfriend. Must have good sense of
humor and be cute. If interested respond next week. Looking

Wanted:

101 Sozio - I'm glad things worked out for usl I hope it will last.
We've had a lot of fun - more to
come, too. Love, 411 Whiteman
Mr. Kevin, I' m really glad I met you
on Thursday night at Mark's. Hope
we could see more of each other
... Love your eyes. 104 ... DJ
405 Rogers, You are lusted
from afar! You'll Never Guess ...

To My Fellow Flock of Herbs: Much

to our dismay - there has been a
" herb" deficiency in our files:
Enrollment is " imperative" for all
elgible swingin' happy-go-lucky
herbs. Reigster at your local K-Mart.
SSRF
Virgil, You 're nothing . . . but the
finest .. . Hi, Andy. We love ya!
Haus!!!!! XO Stepha & Felicia
Cofone-Man!! Yeah!!! Where have

you been?? Rockin' Ray is in quest
with us to engage in social interaction - we miss youl Shum Uppp!!!
"Steph & Romy"
Richie, The fishy is still alive! Thank
you so much. Now, when do I get
a REAL Valentine?! Athena

Tim -

The Independent Perse>Mls are 25 cents. All personals must be filled
out on proper forms located in the Independent Bulletin Board in
CC-119. Accompanied with 25 cents per personal in the envelopes p~
vided, they should be slipped under the managing editors door. They
should not be placed anywhere else but specified abcwe to pmtent1heft.
No personals will be printed without a fee. Personals must be accompnaied with your true name and a place you may be reached in
the ewnt of a refund. Your real name will be confidential. Personals
must not exceed 35 words.
The Independent will refuse to run Personals that specifically name
any individual(s) or group(s) in a derogatory fashion. The paper disawws
personals that do not specifically name individuals or groups, _
.and
disclaims any responsibility for whatewr inferences readers make.

24 Hour Service
For
Graduate Students
The Office of · Graduate
Studies (T-106) is pleased to
announce
that · phone
messages are now recorded
when the Office is not open
- during
evenings
and
weekends, and return calls are ·
made on the next available
working day. This new service
continues our policy of pro- :
viding prompt advisement and /
assistance to our graduate
students. Telephone
527-2018.

Financial Aid Information
For Parents Workshop Feb. 25 at 7:00 P.M.

Summer Camp Counselors. Con-

temporary girls' resident camp seeks
quality staff who enjoy children aAd
the outdoors. Intense, rewarding.
Call 201-232-3236.

Chrissy & Marianne, Remember the

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO MEET REPRESENTATIVES OF
OVER 100STUDENTCLUBSWHO PERSONALLY WANT TO INVITE YOU TO JOIN THEIR ORGANIZATION.

Sponsored By The Freshman Center Financial Aid Office EEO Office
WANTED

NOW! Spring Break

reptesentatives for collegiate tour
and travel. Earn free trips and cash
too! Call 1-800-328-8322, ext. 579.

PLEASE TEAR OFF AND RETURN TO THE FRESHMAN CENTER BY -

For Sale 1984 Honda V-65 Sabre
1100. Excellent running bike and

Address:

-

- ~- -- --

- --

Name:

fast. 12,000 miles, well taken care
of;- must see. Asking $3,000 or best
offer. Call Brian at 354-7140.

Phone

Number: _ _ __ __ __
Check One: _

_

_ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ __

_ __

Full-time student _ _ Part-time student

_ _ . Freshman _ _ Sophomore _ _ Junior _
I WILL ATTEND THE _ _ day, _

_

_

Senior

evening session.

Part-Time Telemarketing Volunteer
Recruitment. based
Leading
non-profit
organization
in Elizabeth
is..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

seeking responsible individuals to
recruit volunteers over the phone.
Strong verbal skills and positive attitude required . Part-time evening
hours, excellent opportunity for
students. Call Mr. Jordan for an interview, 354-7373.

Kean
.
Theatre
Serles
•

Student Organization
Referendum
1. Student Activity Fee Raise
2. Second College Hour
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
March 3rd, 4th, 5th
9 A.M.-5 P.M.
College ·c enter (Sloan Lounge)
Proper Identification Required (License/Kean 1.0.)

Thurs.,

Feb. 19, 1987
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AnnouncementsDepartment of Medical
Record Administration

All Freshman Students!
"Freshman Formal"

Alcoholics Anonymou~

Applications for 1987 Fall admi ssion to the Medical Record Administration Program are available in
Willis 4028 between 9:00 a.m. and
6:00p.m. Deadlinedateforapplications is the 31st of March, 1987. Call
(201) 527-3010 for further
information.

A " Freshman Formal " will beheld
attheAtriumWestinWestOrangeon
April 24th from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. The
costwi 11 be $35.00 per person, $70.00
per couple. Bids can be purchased at
the Freshman Center and College
Center near cafeteria. Down payment accepted .

AA Meetings are held on Tuesdays
rom 1:40-3:00 p.m. Call Hotline for
location - 527-2230-2360, 289-2101
or 289-2100.

Meeting for Society
for Advancement
of Management

Alpha Theta Pi
We would like to announce our
open Tea dates for Spring 1987. They
areas follows: Tuesday, Febr.ary 24 at
8:30 p.m. in Downs Hall, Rm . A and
March 5, Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in
Downs Hall, Rm . A. Ask a sister if
there are any questions.
-----------

i

Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship
We
are
a
nondenominational Christian
organization that promotes the
Lordship of Christ. We have
large group meetings in J-134
at 1:40 on every Tuesday. We
will be having Bible studies
also every week this semester
with a number of other programs. If you need more information or have a question
please feel free to call Rich 354-8014.

1

Council For
Exceptional Children

If you are a marketing, finance or
management major, then SAM is your
organization. Society for Advancement of Management is a national
c<_>llege organizati~n. We _spon~or
trips, lectures, and interaction with
othercolleges. lfyou are interested in
joining, please attend on February
24, College Hour at W-401!

1987 C.E.C.
Dance Marathon
" Hawaiian Luau "
March 20th,
I
5 p.m.-1 a.m.
, J Registration for the Dance
, Marathon will begin on Feb. 24th.
, Applications and sponsor sheets may
be picked up in the C.E.C. Office.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 (Hourswillbeposted). Admissionfor
Jewish Student Union
non-dancers will be $2 .00.
·
Join theJSU as it participates in th e
International Student Solidarity Day
for SovietJewry. Special Guest Selma
WassermanoftheSovietJewryAction
. tteew·1II1·0·1nus. February24,
Comm 1
College hour, J-136.

i--------------1
Volunteer Area CoordinatorMiddlesex County. Qualifica-

tions: Energetic, enthusiastic individual. Special Olympics experience not required, will train.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......,_ _ _ _ _......,._ _ _ _----1 Duties: Responsible for coordinating all aspects of Special

BE A PART OF OUR
WORL0 JOIN THE

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
WHEN: TUESDAYS
TIME: 1:40-COLLEGE HOUR
WHERE: J203 5

Olympics program in respective
counties. Contact Tom Waite at
(201) 562-1500.

.,,

.

Jl.rag:on

-

Chinuse , ie,v \'uar

22 1987
j

Time show: 7:00 PM-9·:oo PM
Chinese Dance
Dragon Dance
Kung Fu Demonstration
Inner Power (Chi Kung) Demonstration
(by 83 year-old man)
Sparring Demonstration (with & without weapons)
Tickets are available at Wilkins Theatre
(advance purchase is required in order to getthefront seat).
Student/Faculty $5.00
S
· c·t·
$500
enior I 1zen
·
Public $ 7 .00
For more information please call 289-6200.
C.S.A. membes please contact SEN at 527-2244.
Sponsored by C.C.B. and C.S.A.

The Spanish Speaking Center
Seeks Tutors
The Spanish speaking program at KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY will begin a:

Spa11ish Speaking Program Center
in February located at its office in the Hutchinson Hall 310: The purpose of the center is to provide
tutoring on an individual and small group basis to ANY STUDENT enrolled in the Spanish Speaking Program.
Tutors will help students improve their understanding in: Biology, Accounting, Mathematics,
Economics, Psychology, Health, College Algebra and Trigonometry, and others. Tutors may be
undergraduate students, graduate students, or recently graduated students. Tutors will receive $5.00
per hour. Workload sizes and schedules are flexible.
For further information or to apply, please contact:

"THE WORLD IS BUT A COUNTRY"

The

Greg Allman Band
March 16, 1987

$7.50
w/Kean I.D.
$10.00
General Public·

At.
Wilkins T.heatre
_Spons.o.t ed
by C.C.B.

Dr. Orlando Edreira
Spanish Speaking Program
Kean College of N~w Jersey
Hutchinson Hall Room J-310, 527-2318

El Programa Hispano
t

EL PROGRAMA HISPANO DE KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY enpezara en febrero un
programa para ESTU DIANTES cu ya len gua nativa es el espanol.

Centro Del }:lrograma Hispano
El propC:sita de este centra es proveer tutori~ individual o calectiva a los ESTUDIANATES
MATRICULADOS EN EL PRGRAMA HISPANO.
,
_,
Los tutores ayudaran a los estudiantes en las siguientes materias: Biolagia, Ec~nom1a, Algebra,
Algebra y Trigonometri~, Ciencias Politicas, Psicologi~, Contabilidad, Salud, y atras. Los tutores
pueden ser estudiantes o reci~n graduadas. A las tutares se les paga_ra $5 .00 par hora
Para mayr informaciJn o .para solicitar ayuda diri]ase a:

Dr. Orlando Edreira
Spanish Speaking Program
Kean College of New Jersey
Hutchinson Hall, Room·J-310, 527-2318
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Comics
CLIFF'S CREW

By Vince Jones
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Intramural and recreational sports
SPORTS CLUB SCHEDULE
Exercise and Fitness,
~IED.

ruE.

ICN .

'lllUR .

Sia' .

FRI.

1:40-2:55
SkiTean

•

4 :00-5:00

4:30-5:30

!:>a!n:1111!

EXercise
, Fitness

, FitneH

6:0'l-7:00

7!00-8:00

Tai Oli Oluan

r:xerciae
, Fitress

7:00-8:00

8 :00-10:00

8:00-9:00

EXercise
, Fitness

llarate

EXercise

7:30-9:30

, Fitnellll

Karate

11100-12:00
Elaerciae
, Pitnesa

Karate
(beginners)

!!£ill:

Tai Chi Chuan ,
8:00-9:00

This is a unique art fora wbicb provide• a cc.plate blend of exerci•••
dance, -ditation, and aelf-defenH . Th• exerci••• consiat of a aerie• of
slow, fluid ac,v-nta that 4e,..1op total phyaical and -ntal well-bein9 while
leavin9 one feeling energised and relaxed. The practice of Tai Chi alao
incr••••• concentration, agility and ataaina, and iaprovea breathing and
circulation.

EXerciee
, Fitness

Women's Lacrosae
Bac k for it• aecond year, the club will expand it• achedule
to include more games and practice times. Lacrosae i• an
exciting, fast paced game . Practice is held at the Eaat Canipus
every afternoon. No previous experience neceaaary •...•• juat
a desire to partic ipate .

All tho•• intereated tn participatin9
in any aport club •u•t re9iater for the
cl••••• they will be attendin9. Tbere i•
no fee for participation in the club•r
however, we are tryin9 to avoid overcrowdin9 of cl•••••· Re9iatration can be
done in peraon or by phone at the
Intr-ural-Recreational Sport• Office,
Ro0111 104, D'Angol• G}'III, x2229 or 2002.
There will be li.Jllita on the number of
■o

Hour lon9 co-ed cl••••• which pr0110te total fitness . A wide variety of
activities desi9ned to iaprove auacle tone and develop aerobic capacity are
included. Be9innin9 level cl••••• will be offered this year to allow n•~coaera a chance to pr09r••• slowly .

A pr09raa for students of all •kill levels and~interests. Students
learn the practical application• of this -rtial art for Hlf defen••• includin9 basic punch••• kicks, blocka, break~n9, ~nd sparrin9. Nore advanced
students -y participate in area coapetitiona,

8:00-10 : 00

Reqiatration Infonnation,

participant ■ ,

(foraerly Slianastics)

A n- club thi ■ year for Mn. The club will practice tvo - thr- tiM•
per week, and coapete in Hveral - t • throu9hout the year. Stroke technique
aa well•• endurance will be eaphaaised. No previous coapetitive aw1-in9
experience is necaaaary. Organisational ••ting i• Tueaday, . .pteaber JO.

regiater early.

Intramural - Recreational Sports

Co-rec indoor s o c c e r - - - - - - - - - - - - Team entries will still be accepted
until Friday, February 20th, 5:00
p.m. for anyone interes_ted in playing in the co-rec indoor soccer
league. Games are played Tuesday

evenings between 7:00 and 9:00
p.m. at the upstairs East Campus
Gym. Teams must have two males
and two females plus a goalie of
either sex. Rules and entry· forms

can be picked up in the Office of
Intramural-Recreatio nal Sports,
0:-\ngola Gym, Room 104. A $10.00
forfeit fee is required before the start
of play.

WOMEN'S
L~CRO$E -cLUB

Volleyball--------------Men's and women's volleyball
leagues are due to begin in March.
A mandatory organizational

meeting will be held on Tuesday,
March 3rd at 1:40 p.m. (college
hour) in the D 'Angola Gym , Room

125. Entries are also due by the
meeting.

Expanded Hours
Please note
-the add itional hours for
Informa l Recreation
listed below:
East Campus
Exercise Room New Hours:
Monday-Thursday
10: 30 a.m.-9:00 p.n1.
Friday 10:30 a.m.-4:00 p.n1.
Ea st Campus Gymna siun1
Monday-Thursday
1_2 :0Q-3:00 p·.n1.

Registration Required

East Campus Gym.--~No Experience Necessary
Bring A Friend!

·ancient Chinese system of
health exercise
·enhances relaxation ability
·blends exercise with dance,
meditation, & self-defense
·increases a~ility and stanina
•develops balance and concentratio n
CLASSES MEET WEDNESDAYS
6:00 - 7:00 PM
D'ANGOLA GYM,

Rl! 107

-*REGISTRATION REQUIRED**
REGISTER:
lNTRAttURAL-RECREATIONAL SPORTS OFFICE
D'ANGOLA GYH - 0104

X 2002

Registration Required
Register: IntramuralRecreational Sports Office
Room 122, East Campus
527-2229

Monday 8-10 CSW-118
Wednesday 7:30-9:30 0107
Thursday 8-10 D 133
• beginners cl••

Monday 4-5 - D 107
Monday 7-8-CSW 118
Tuesday8-9-CSW 118
Wed.4:30-5:30-D 104-Wed. 7-8CSW118
Thurs. 8-9 - CSW 118 - Sat. 11-12 CSW 118

~(._fi5lraJiox 'Kefldre/
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Sports

Boxing beat

Lady Cougar-~
horse whip Rutgers · Camden
By Anthony R. Chain

At the start of the game, Kean
Womens Basketball Team was
honoring Crystal Green, for achieving her 1,000th career point. Little
did I know that this was, the Lady
Cougars horse whipping time.
In the first 5 minutes of the game,
it remained quite even as usual.
Suddenly, the Lady Cougars ran off
a quick 9 points, to raise-the score
20-11. Crystal Green and co-captain
Alicia Griffin contributed back to
back steals, to extend another 8
points.

The Cougars had the pace, and
control of the game, because they
were out scoring Rutgers Camden
18-2 on the fast break.
The momentum carried Kean
through, the first half with a score
52-27 at half time, everything was
going the Cougars way.
The beginning of the second half,
Kean women came out explosive
with their whips, and were prepared
to see, who can whip the best.
Quickly, they scored 21 unanswered
points. Rutgers Camden coach was
compelled to call time out, because
her team was falling deeper and

By Mark Malinowski

Ever since father time finally im.deeper in hot water; the score was · prisoned the great Muhammad Ali
73-27.
in the late seventies, the sport of
Lady Cougars were out scoring
boxing has been on a decline. Ali 's
Rutgers 37-6 on the fast break. Soon
successor, Larry Holmes had no
after, I realized that this game was
flare in or out of the ring and thus
out of reach for Rutgers, Camden.
he was a significant factor in dissolvIt was pointless to continue, to
ing boxings once outrageous
take notes, for the remaining
popularity.
·
minutes of the game, because Kean
The furious Ali-Frazier epic batWomen's Coach Rich Wilson
tles revitalized boing in the 1970's
figured that he would empty his
and triggered new, unheard of finanberich, and allo.,v everyone to get in
cial opportunities with the introducthe game. The final score was
tion of million dollar closed circuit
109-50: lncidently, Kean Women are
matches and highly expensive bid11-0 in their conference, and they
ding wars for big fight television
are awesome!
rights. Muhummad Ali keyed the
multi-million dollar growth of the
game with his unforgettably entertaining personality and his dynamic
ring charisma. " The Greatest"
possessed his own value system and
he let the world know of it. He plotthis season . Torrie Rumph. (sr., Tren- ted every move of his illustrious
ton) became the 8th member of the career. Ali was know hand held
1,000 point club early in January puppet to his manager Angelo
and Krystal Green (sr., Trenton) sur- Dundee or promoter Don King,
passed the mark this weekend mak- Muhummad stood by and
ing her the 9th player in Kean Col- · vehemently defended his beliefs
lege history. Alicia Griffin (sr. , and rightfully earned his self proRoselle) will more than likely join claimed description of himself by
them by season's end . The Cougars defeating everyone who ever
get plenty of scoring support from
challenged him. Sure Ali was an
Wendy Norris (so., Englewood) and egotist but so what! He proved ·
Jill Demark (jr., Springfield). Mary himself and the world to be what
Delehanty (sr., W. long Branch) a he knew he always was, the greatest
starter, has been benched with a fighter who ever lived.
shinning probler11 for the last two
Well , now Larry Holmes has forgames.
tunately ended his uneventful reign
and a replacement of his throne is
still lurking. The heavyweight division is presently staging a unification series in order to declare a
single heavyweight champion of the
world. Michael Spinks will oppose
the victor of the March 7th James
loss M itchell shot 11 for 19 and con- " Bonecrusher" Smith - Mike Tyson
tributed 28 pts. and a tea m high 11 ti It. I suppose it's fai rly safe to
rebounds. He is averaging 17.3 assume that the undefeated Tysori
points per game for the Cougars. will survive the unification series
and thus become the lone heavy/ weighi champion of the worJ d
sometime this summer. Tyson,
because of his devastating punching
power and relentless pressure tac-

Women's basketball seek
5th consecutive conference championship
The Kean College Women's
Basketball team has a lot to look forward to, and a lot of expectations
to meet. The Cougars, currently
ranked #3 in the Nation, boast a
20-2 overall record. They won three
conference games last week making
their New Jersey Athletic Conference record an unmarred 11-0. As
the first place team in Division A of
the conference the Cougars will
host the first round of the Conference Playoffs on Wednesday,
February 25th and if they win then
the Championship game on Friday,
February 27th.

There are two remaining conference games in the Cougar's
regular season. Kean travels to
Rutgers-Newark on the 18th and
host Stockton on the 20th. Both
teams are in contention for a playoff
berth .
This marks the fifth consecutive
20 win season for Kean who will
win an automatic bid to the NCAA
regional tournament if they claim
their fifth consecutive NJAC title.
Two standouts for Kean have
reached the 1,000 career point mark

Male athlete of the week:
Marc Mitchell of men's basketball
Marc Mitchell, junior from Plain- Ramapo last week with 25 poi nts in
field has been honored as the Kean a 95-88 loss. Mitchell also conColl ege Male Athlete of the Week; tributed 7 steals and 8 rebounds
for his play on the Men's basketball while shooting 10 for 17 from t~e
team. He led all scorers against floor. In the William Paterson 115-93

Female athlete of the week:
Krystal Green of women's basketball
Krystal· Green (sr., Tren·ton), the
center on the 20-2 Women's Basketball team has been selected as the ·
Kean College Female of the Week.
With a combined 51 points in the
three games the Cougars played last
week Green became the 9th player
in Kean College history to surpass
the 1,000 pt. mark. She is averaging
13.3 points per game and 8 rebounds per game for the-Cougars
who are currently ranked #3 in the
nation.

Photo courtesy of Athletic Depi.
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tics, is· the most feared slugger since
Roberto Duran's days as lightweight
champion. Those contenders who
w ill eventually meet Iron Mike in
the near future like Tyrell Biggs,
Tony Tubbs and Tim Witherspoon
should pose no serious problem .
However, there is a new
heavyweight contender on the
block who has caused havoc and
may defeat Mike Tyson . He is
" Smokin" Bert Cooper, as in
"Sr:nokin" Joe Frazier his trainermanager, and ironically he
resembles Tyson in that he is 20
years old, stands 5'11", 215 lbs.
(compared to Tysons 5'11'; 220) and
he can probably punch out Paul
Bunyon.
In his most recent bout last Saturday, . Cooper displayed such
catastrophic knockout power that he
now must be seriously considered
as a prime contender for Tyson . A
former cruiserweight, the even more
bulked up Cooper completely pulverized the current Canadian
Heavyweight champ and Olympic
heavyweight silver medalist Willie
DeWit in but two rounds. In the
opening round Cooper cold cocked his dazed counterpart with a
variety of rights and lefts, which
leveled DeNit twice: DeWit was surprisingly still game in the second
stanza, however his inferior defense
and molasses hand speed just
couldn't cope with the Joe Frazier
protege
who
hails
from
Philadelphia, Pa. Cooper nailed
DeWit on the button and down he
went like a 25 lb. sack of potatoes.
But the tough Canadian prarie boy
rose again, this time to be
sledgehammered with a vicious
eight punch barrage in his own corner. DeWit tasted the canvas again
but this ti me he wasn't able to continue. As he laid on his belly like
a bundle of lumber with his busted
nose spil ling blood DeWit had had
enough. Enough of perhaps the
. most devastating heavyweight ori
the boxing scene. Look out Mike
Tyson! But hello boxing fans, a new
Ali-Frazier type rivalry may be finally upon us.

Gerbasio, Viteri,
Masini lead skaters
By Bill Docherty

when Finkle fed .him with a pass at
the blue line to send him in on abreakaway."Viteri flicked a backhand
shot under the goaltender for his se-cond tally of the contest. The rally
was stalled when Hofstra scored to
go up by a score of 6-4.

Joe Gerbasio, Marco Viteri and
Rich Masini each scored two goals
as the Kean College ice hockey
team mounted a furious third period
comeback to earn a 6-6 tie with
Hofstra on Monday night at the
Tim Blokm hit Masini with a breakWarinanco rink.
The game seemed about over out pass and he fed Gerbasio at the
red line. Gerbasi flew arou nd the
when Hofstra scored a power play
left defensemen and cut in front of
goal late in the second period to
the net where he scored on a well
take a 5-1 lead. Marco Viteri tallied
Kean's first of the game at 6:58 of placed wrist shot at 17:02. He then
started the winning play with the
the first period. He picked. up the
same exact move. Gerbasio took a
rebound of a Chris Finkle shot and
slid the disc under the Hofstra pass from Finkle at center ice and
goalie. Gerbasio was also credited · his first shot was stopped. He then
with an assist on the score. picked up the rebound and flipped
However, it was not until 17:51 of a shot into the upper corner with
the second period before Kean put two minutes remaining in the game.
the puck in the net again after fall- Joe Griffo was robbed of what
ing behind by four goals. Gerbasio should have been the winning goal
hit Joe Guffo with a pass at center with four seconds to go when the
Hofstra goalie made an outstanding
ice and Griffo accurately fed masini;
who was cutting over the blue line. glove save on his blast from the blue
Masini glided into the slot and beat line.
Kean's goaltenders, Mike Ullman
the netminder with a law snap shot.
That score got the Cougars rolling . and George Ferrari, turned in key
performances to help the Cougars
as they went into the third period
earn one point in the league standown 5-2 .
Masini pulled Kean within two dings. Ullman played the first half
of the game and came up with 26
when he scored his second of the
saves to keep the game close and
game on an assist from Ed Shuman.
Masini, who is among the league's then Ferari came in to close the
top scorers, skated deep in the left door on Hofstra with 29 saves. With
face-off circle and fired a law wrist the tie, the Cougars record stands at
10-6-2 overall and 9-4-2 in the
shot into the far corner of the cage.
Viteri cut the lead to 5-4 at 12:48 Metropolitan Hockey Conference.
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